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The heart of this book is magick that works. Chaos Magick can give you quick fixes, emergency

solutions, direct results and rituals that can be tailored to your exact and immediate circumstances.

Ideal for beginners, or a new direction for the experienced occultist. This book presents a

revolutionary style of Chaos Magick. These ideas are original, direct and above all, practical. You

will discover:The secrets of Instant Alchemy, Emotional Crafting and The Fire of Gnosis.How to

generate Magickal Chaos Energy, to empower all your workings. Influence Magick, Thoughtforms

and an alternative form of Sex Magick.Sigil Magick Remastered â€“ a completely new way of tapping

into the essence of magick.Contacting Spirits â€“ detailed instructions for contacting and

commanding entities.Thereâ€™s nothing quite like doing magick and seeing it work, so thatâ€™s

what lies ahead of you. If it doesnâ€™t work, it isnâ€™t magick.
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First off, I must say that I see myself as "intermediate" in magick: I know enough to be dangerous,

had many successes, know some Hebrew, some Latin, I recognize the differences between runes



and Ogham, and the names of several arcane authors published over the past 250+ years, and their

works.That said, though I have been studying it since 2010, it is only the past year that I have really

seen results, and mainly from Gallery authors.This book is simple, and straightforward. It is so

simple, in fact, that if I had come across it as a neophyte, I would have dismissed it as too good to

be true.BUT! As I have worked with about half of the 72 Angels on three times as many projects

(Brand), used sigils (Brand and Blaise), used Words (Brand again), gotten protection, gotten results,

gotten love (or at least amour...), simple doesn't mean bad.Using techniques from this book, I cast

for a major vehicle purchase Tuesday. I just received confirmation that I got it for a little more than

the cost of insurance alone! And I did not even go looking!Coincidence? Maybe. But I have looked

for about 3 years, was prepared to take out a loan and go to a dealer, when I read this book and

thought, "What the hey. Can't hurt..."And it didn't.It will be mine Tuesday.That's one week total, from

cast to capture.

Masterbating or sex in general to make magick happen doesn't speak to me much but I could just

be turning into a prude in my middle age. That's a very original and interesting idea though I did try it

waiting for results. The book is interesting and entertaining. I like the fact that I now know how to

create a sigil and how the author is all about "individuality" and "creativity" when it comes to magick.

Collectivism is control and many times we, psychics, magicians, healers etc... criticize the

controlling elite for their limited turning society into a limited, programmed paradigm but the truth is,

the mass loves being controlled because it gives them security. They FEAR the unknown.

However,I disagree with the author on the subject of light and dark; good and evil. A person of light

or a generally "good" person can practice black or dark magick and vice versa. The saying "it's the

person or magician that makes it good or bad" is a myth. I'm a Reiki Master and work with light to

heal people. If I wanted to, I can pop out a Ouija board and be unaware of the dark gate that it will

open "regardless of my good intention." But that's my opinion and the author is entitled to his own

as an INDIVIDUAL.

Thank you, Mr. Blackthorne!Your book really has changed my life. I started working on Magick few

year ago when my father-in-law was very sick and I desperately wanted something to help. So I

bought all the Chaos Magick books hoping to get something done. And I have tried a few things but

it did not feel real and I did not have the confident, and at the end, it did not work. So I stopped.I was

still very interested, though, but I kept looking. Until I met Mr. Damon Brand's book "Words of

Power". Started it, felt easy. And did feel the words in the book helped a bit, but not much. But it was



still a break though for me. Mr. Brand said and you said, "If it doesn't work, it is not Magick!". I was

so shocked that someone can say something so definite. So, I was will to investigate more. I then

bought all the books from Gallery of Magick. Couldn't get the "Wealth Magick" though, because

wasn't available. So, I went to Create Space, bought a paperback. And, boy, I was so so excited to

receive the book. And started the ritual right that day. That was 2015-10. I did up to the 2nd working

and stopped. Money wasn't pouring in as I have imaged. Life was still pretty tough.Then your book

came out, I bought it straight away. You explained to me as did Damon on his blog, saying it's not

the magick, it is ourselves, our attitudes, our blocks that are stopping us. So I did all the

transformation spells and went back and did all the words of power and greater words of power

spells regarding my self-transformation. The next day I opened my computer, there were 9 jobs in! I

was shocked. I was excited. I was crying so bad! It worked! It worked! This happened just a few

days ago. But then it was quiet again. So I did the spell of "Getting money from afar". I really have

no idea how it would happen, but I just trust it. I just trust the process.Then just now I received the

phone call from my sister saying that our Dad did sense my sadness during my last visit and

decided that some form of oversea investment will be sold and give to me first. I was so shocked

and felt so blessed again! Thank you, Angels! Thank you, Dad! Thank you, Adman! And thank you,

Gallery of Magick! You all have changed my life. I have not received the money yet. But, just

receiving the news is enough to boost my confidence in my life, myself, and most important of all, in

Magick! So amazing. I asked and they answered! I had to write this out. This is the first time I ever

commented. Please trust the Magick. Work on ourselves really is the best way to start. I never

thought of that, and never even considered it.Thank you, Admin, again! And you made me laugh.

Love you!M Mak

very enjoyable, another good book from the gallery of magick

Great practical book on Chaos magick. Mr. Blackthorne is a member of the Gallery of Magick and

there have been some great books that have been published by them.This book is about a practical

approach to Chaos magick. Like the other GoM books, this one is easy to understand, easy to

implement, and open for further exploration.

Simple and straightforward--"No Frills" magick! I liked this book so much I purchased one as a gift

for a friend.



Very good book. I enjoy his light manner of writing. Not tried it yet, but see no reason this would not

work. It's on my to do very soon list

Very easy yet thorough read. The Gallery has the best books and authors on Magick period.
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